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Romeo & Juliet
• 1582 - Shakespeare married Anne Hathaway. He 

was 18 and Anne was 26. Susanna, their first 
daughter, was born six months later. 

• c. 1594 - wrote Romeo & Juliet; Shakespeare was 
about 30 years old, and Susanna, his daughter, 
was about 13 years old, the same age as Juliet. 

• c. 1592-1598 - the sonnets period



Types of Shakespeare’s plays

• History 

• Tragedy 

• Comedy 

• Problem plays



Shakespeare’s sources

• Holinshed’s Chronicles 

• classical sources (such as the story of Pyramus 
and Thisbe which formed the basis of Romeo & 
Juliet) 

• contemporary plays



Romeo & Juliet
• star-crossed lovers - their love is doomed, “crossed,” or 

obstructed by their stars 

• teenagers in love, impatient love, emotion over reason, 
heart over head, head over heels 

• view on marriage during the religious reformation - 
arranged marriages often end in violence or adultery 
(considered sinful), therefore, people generally believed 
that parents have no say over their children’s choice of 
whom they want to marry. If any one is forced to marry 
against his or her will by their parents, he or she can 
appeal to the priests to settle the dispute with their parents.



Hamlet
• c. 1599-1602 

• (Queen Elizabeth died in 1603) 

• together with Macbeth, King Lear, and Othello, all thought to be 
written around the same period, these plays reflect a darker, more 
pessimistic outlook on life 

• succession crisis, the rightful heir to the throne 

• The first scene of Hamlet begins in the dark, as two guards 
exchanging questions confusedly, and the ghost soon makes an 
appearance… 

• “Something is rotten in the state of Denmark.”



• The ghost of Old Hamlet asks our young Prince Hamlet to 
take revenge on Claudius for poisoning and killing him, 
stealing his throne, and marrying his wife. But can we 
believe in ghosts and what they say? Hamlet is not so sure. 

• In a reformed, protestant country like England, ghosts are 
thought to be an old catholic superstitions. Ghosts are not 
deceased person, they are the doing of the devil 
attempting to lead men away from God. 

• However, Hamlet becomes burdened with his duty to take 
revenge for his father. He drops out of the university, breaks 
up with his beloved Ophelia, and pretends to be mad in 
order that Claudius may reveal the secret of his bloody and 
murderous act to him…



To be, or not to be, that is the question: 
Whether 'tis Nobler in the mind to suffer 
The Slings and Arrows of outrageous Fortune, 
Or to take Arms against a Sea of troubles, 
And by opposing end them: to die, to sleep 
No more; and by a sleep, to say we end 
The Heart-ache, and the thousand Natural shocks 
That Flesh is heir to? 'Tis a consummation 
Devoutly to be wished. To die, to sleep, 
To sleep, perchance to Dream; aye, there's the rub, 
For in that sleep of death, what dreams may come,

“



Shakespeare’s Sonnets
The sonnet cycle consisting of 154 sonnets



Characters

• The speaker (may or may not be the poet or 
Shakespeare himself) 

• “Fair Youth” or Mr. W. H. (thought to be Earl of 
Southampton, the patron of Shakespeare) 

• The mysterious “Dark Lady” of the sonnets



Fair Youth
• He is the chief subject of sonnets 1-126. 

• A younger man of a higher social status than to poet. 

• The poet urges him to produce offspring (i.e. to have children) in 
order that his beauty will be preserved through his bloodline. 

• The poet also promises to immortalize the Fair Youth through his 
enduring works of art. 

• The poet also suspects that the Fair Youth is having an affair with the 
poet’s beloved, the Dark Lady. 

• However, the poet realizes that he is in no position or has no power to 
rebuke him. He forgives him and continues to adore their friendship.



Dark Lady
• Identity unknown. 

• She is the chief subject of sonnets 127-152. 

• Dark-complexioned, “raven black” brows (against 
the ‘blond’ ideal of Petrarchan convention) 

• A sexually voracious woman 

• The poet suffers from her infidelity to him, yet he is 
very well aware that love is just a game of deception.



Sonnet 18
• idea 1: comparison between the addressee (“thee” 

or you) and summertime 

• idea 2: imperfect beauty of summer (& of nature, & 
of all other beautiful things in general) 

• idea 3 (volta): the addressee’s perfect and eternal 
beauty (preserved in these lines) 

• conclusion: art immortalizes man and can conquer 
or triumph over time



Sonnet 29
• idea 1: the speaker’s unfortunate/desolate state 

• idea 2: the speaker comparing himself to others 
and wishing  to be like them until he becomes 
unhappy with himself 

• idea 3 (volta): the thought of his friendship brings 
joy to the speaker 

• conclusion: his friendship is worth all the wealth in 
the world



Sonnet 130

• idea 1, 2 & 3: the speaker’s beloved’s 
unconventional (imperfect?) beauty 

• conclusion (volta): the speaker’s love for her 
despite her imperfections/flaws


